ACROSS
1 Nice caption, but cross it out! (6)
4 Green light – wallop! Bus swerving into it (6-2)
9 Light casket in Gibraltar tipping over somewhat (6)
10 Information required to access industrial business that’s booming (8)
12 Unconventional characteristic (8)
13 Stick present beside card, ostensibly both to open? (6)
15 Double agent’s ultimate success (4)
16 Taking part in samba, nan asking for a potential slip-up! (6,4)
19 Philanderer in decay, evidence of slowing down (5,5)
20 Talk nonsense, primarily, as a model (7)
21 Opponent of Richard I leaves home (7)
23 Artist, tragic character standing around a pub (7)
24 Swinging under a power line initially foolish (8)
25 Party put up figure to be the PM (7)
26 I agree with that change, not entirely! (4)

DOWN
1 Taste something cheap, and dear (7)
2 Delicate items on beach in a mess (4,5)
3 Amateur has installed phone a short time ago (6)
5 Part of a ship in port (4)
6 Frank Sinatra’s heart broken, nation supporting Martin initially (3-2-3)
7 Material went this way then that, say? (5)
8 Talk nonsense, primarily, as a model (7)
11 Opponent of Richard I leaves home (7)
14 Artist, tragic character standing around a pub (7)
17 However, adult was awake for the story? (9)
18 Swinging under a power line initially foolish (8)
19 Party put up figure to be the PM (7)
21 Occupy digs around university, the dregs (7)
22 Arctic ale (6)
24 Stay on top of toilet that’s fitting in the bathroom (5)
26 I agree with that change, not entirely! (4)

Solution 15,563

JOTTER PAD